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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a new, combined Zero-Forcing Per-Group Precoding (ZF-PGP) method
that achieves very high gains in comparison to ZF Precoding techniques, while it simultaneously offers
individually separate streams to reach individual User Equipment (UE), i.e., it obliterates the need for
coordinated, joint decoding by the group’s UEs. Although ZF-PGP in general experiences a performance
loss in comparison to the near-optimal Per-Group Precoding within groups (PGP-WG), it is much
simpler to implement than PGP-WG. The method works extremely well in conjunction with Combined
Frequency and Space Division and Multiplexing (CFSDM) in correlated channels or in cases in which
the group’s total number of antennas is greater than the group’s available Virtual Channel Model Beams
(VCMB) number. As we show by multiple examples, for a Uniform Linear Array (ULA), by combining
the proposed technique with massive Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) and Joint Spatial Division
and Multiplexing for Finite Alphabets (JSDM-FA) type hybrid precoding or CFSDM a very efficient,
near-optimal design with reduced complexity at the UEs is achieved, while each UE decodes its received
data independently, without interference from data destined for other UEs. Due to JSDM-FA Statistical
Channel State Information (SCSI) inner beamforming, the groups are easily identified. We show that
the combined ZF-PGP scheme achieves very high gains in comparison to ZF and Regularized ZF (RZF)
precoding and other modified sub-optimal techniques investigated, while its complexity is still relatively
low due to PGP-WG. We also demonstrate the robustness of the proposed precoding techniques to
channel estimation errors, showing minimal performance loss.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Massive MIMO employs a large number of antennas in order to achieve very high spectral
efficiency [1]–[3]. Due to extremely high data rate requirements in massive MIMO, downlink
precoding is essential toward increased downlink data rates. Thus, for massive MIMO to be
capable of offering its full benefits, quite accurate Channel State Information (CSI) is required
at the base station (BS) for efficient downlink precoding purposes. There are techniques proposed
for downlink linear precoding in a multi-user MIMO scenario, e.g., Joint Spatial Division and
Multiplexing (JSDM) [4]–[6]. JSDM divides users in groups that are orthogonal and applies
ZF or RZF precoding for the users of each group which offers low decoding complexity.
However, the spectral efficiency of JSDM is low. A simplification to user grouping for JSDM
with Finite Alphabet inputs (JSDM-FA) is proposed in [7], where the common sparse support of
geographically similar users is employed to implement JSDM and a PGP-WG [8] near-optimal
linear precoder is employed for each group to offer outer precoding with high performance and
with low complexity. In addition, the JSDM-FA approach resorts to Statistical Channel State
Information (SCSI) to derive the user groups, i.e., its inner precoder is slowly varying with
time. However, [7] shows that without CFSDM, the users in a group need to jointly demodulate
their information in order to achieve the benefits of PGP-WG. On the other hand, [7] shows
that with CFSDM and without joint user decoding there is a loss of about 25% in spectral
efficiency. Therefore, the presented schemes, although achieving near optimal linear precoding
performance, fall short in the user decoding process, due to high complexity.
In other past related work, [9] has presented an iterative algorithm for precoder optimization
for sum rate maximization of Multiple Access Channels (MAC) with Kronecker MIMO channels.
Furthermore, more recent work has shown that when only SCSI1 is available at the transmitter,
in asymptotic conditions when the number of transmitting and receiving antennas grows large,
but with a constant transmitting to receiving antenna number ratio, one can design the optimal
precoder by looking at an equivalent constant channel and its corresponding adjustments as per
the pertinent theory [12], and applying a modified expression for the corresponding ergodic
mutual information evaluation over all channel realizations. This development allows for a
precoder optimization under SCSI in a much easier way [12]. Finally, [8], [13] presented for
1SCSI pertains to the case in which the transmitter has knowledge of only the MIMO channel correlation matrices, or in
general slow-varying parameters [10], [11] and the thermal noise variance.
3the first time results for mutual information maximizing linear precoding with large size MIMO
configurations and QAM constellations. Such systems are particularly difficult to analyze and
design when the inputs are from a finite alphabet, especially with QAM constellation sizes of
M ≥ 16. On the other hand, for non-linear precoding, recently [14], [15] has presented a robust,
two-stage precoding approach, with channel estimation errors and for a hierarchical two-stage
(hybrid) precoding design and with an outer Tomlinson-Harashima (TH) precoder per group that
aims at minimizing the maximum mean square error (MSE) per user for each group. These non-
linear outer precoders achieve near Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) results [16], i.e., they almost attain
the channel capacity of a Gaussian Broadcast Channel (GBC)2, due to the two-stage JSDM-type
approach.
However, near-optimal mutual information linear precoding approach [7], [13], [17] offers the
possibility of achieving the highest possible spectral efficiency under perfect or estimated CSI,
in many cases significantly higher than the (non-precoded) group channel mutual information
(GCMI) with full cooperation at the receiver3. The latter is a strict upper bound for many
techniques, including ZF, RZF, and TH non-linear precoding [14], [16]. On the other hand, as
[7] has shown, the linear precoding approach requires cooperation at the demodulation of each
group and perfect CSI. It is thus still an open and important problem to address the issue of
near-optimal downlink precoding in conjunction with user-independent decoding, i.e., without
Multiple Access Interference (MAI) present at the UEs and under mismatched decoding at the
UE.
In this paper, we present near-optimal linear precoding techniques for downlink massive
MIMO, suitable for QAM with constellation size M ≥ 16 and CSIT at the BS with either
a Uniform Linear Array (ULA) or a Uniform Planar Array (UPA) configuration, without the
requirement for co-ordinated decoding at the UE. We show that by combining a ZF precoder
(ZFP) with a PGP-WG one, a major simplification in the user separation within a group (USWG)
problem results, i.e., simple decoding for each user. At the same time, the system can achieve the
same near-optimal performance of PGP-WG achievable in the original downlink channel (without
the ZF part) in high signal-to-noise ratio SNR4. Thus, the same spectral efficiency results, as
2This GBC capacity (system throughput) [16] precludes receiver cooperation.
3We use the term GCMI to mean the input-output mutual information with equally likely input symbols and without any type
of precoding applying to the input of the MIMO channel.
4In lower SNR the performance is still much higher than the one achieved by ZF-type precoding techniques.
4described in [7], can be achieved in high SNR, albeit with much simpler decoding at the UE, as
separate independent data streams are delivered to users. This high performance remains valid,
even with channel estimation errors, i.e., the ZF-PGP precoder is robust. This has important and
essential ramifications to linear downlink precoding for massive MIMO because an alternative
technique employed in [7] based on deploying orthogonal subcarriers to different users (CFSDM)
results in significantly lower spectral efficiency. Finally, as the presented numerical results show,
ZF-PGP performs dramatically better than ZF, RZF, and other suboptimal techniques discussed
in this paper. Thus, ZF-PGP has many advantages over other linear precoding techniques.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1) It presents an analytical framework that builds on the concept of JSDM-FA and allows
for near-optimal linear precoding on the downlink while it achieves fully separated data
streams for each user by combining ZF with PGP-WG precoding.
2) It shows that the ZF-PGP precoder results in an interesting effective channel representation
of the overall downlink transmission chain.
3) It shows that the presented approach can achieve the full benefit of PGP-WG in high SNR,
i.e., it achieves the same power efficiency, which was shown to be near-optimal in the past.
4) It studies the problem of errors between the PGP-WG ideal (perfect CSI) optimal precoder
employed for each group at the BS and the one resulting from estimating the channel with
errors, i.e., with imperfect CSI, and shows only marginal loss for power efficiency.
5) For the type of channels that are present in massive MIMO, it shows that ZF-PGP
significantly outperforms other commonly employed linear precoding techniques such as
ZF, RZF, and other suboptimal precoding techniques even with imperfect CSI.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the system model and problem statement
together with a short introduction of the JSDM-FA efficient downlink linear precoding of [7] in
a JSDM fashion for ULA narrowband channels and the PGP-WG method. Section III presents
the ZF-PGP precoder concept that allows for optimized mutual information precoding in each
group, while it distributes the information to each user independently, i.e., without any cross-user
interference. Then, the ZF-PGP concept is generalized to cases where the ZF-PGP precoder is
estimated at the UE , i.e., under a downlink channel estimation with errors model. In Section IV,
numerical results are presented for ZF-PGP with and without CFSDM and for ideal CSI as well
as CSI with errors. Comparisons with many other precoding techniques are also made. Finally,
5our conclusions are presented in Section V.
Notation: We use small bold letters for vectors and capital bold letters for matrices. AT , AH ,
A∗, A·,i, and Ai,· denote the transpose, Hermitian conjugate, complex conjugate, column i, and
row i of matrix A, respectively. ST denotes a selection matrix, i.e., of size k × n with k < n
consists of rows equal to different unit row vectors ei where the row vector element i is equal
to 1 in the ith position and is equal to 0 in all other positions, the specific ei vectors used are
defined by the desired selection. FN denotes the DFT matrix of order N . We use hu,g,k,n for
the uplink channel of user k’s antenna n in group g. Hg is the uplink channel of group g, while
H˜g is its projection to the Virtual Channel Model (VCM) basis. The overall virtual channel,
reduced size representation representation of Hg is denoted by Hg,v. Hd,g represents the overall
downlink channel for group g, i.e., due to time division duplex reciprocity Hd,g = H
H
g . For a
ULA or a UPA, Hu,g,k,n represents the uplink channel of user k’s antenna n in group g, then
H˜u,g,k,n is its projection to the two DFT matrices (VCM bases), h˜u,g,k,n is its corresponding
vectorized form.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider the downlink precoding equation on a narrowband (flat-fading) massive MIMO
system with a single cell and JSDM [4]
yd = H
H
u Pxd + nd, (1)
where yd is the downlink received vector of size
∑G
g=1Nd,g × 1, xd is the Nu × 1 vector
of transmitted symbols drawn independently from a QAM constellation, where the downlink
channel matrix Hd = H
H
u , where Hu = [H1, · · · ,HG] is the Nu ×Keff uplink channel matrix
from all K users, employing Nu receiving antennas at the BS, with Keff =
∑
g Nd,g, where
Nd,g is the total number of antennas of all users in group g. Users have been divided into G
groups with Kg users in group g (1 ≤ g ≤ G), with user k of group g denoted as k(g). In this
paper, we assume that each UE employs (without loss of generality) Nd,k(g) = 2 antennas, with
(
∑G
g=1Kg = K),Hg = [Hg(1) · · ·Hg(Kg)] being group g’s uplink channel matrix of size Nu×Nd,g,
with Nd,g comprising the total number of antennas in the group, and where nd represents the
independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex circularly symmetric Gaussian noise of mean
zero and variance per component σ2u =
1
SNRs,d
, where SNRs,d is the channel symbol SNR on the
downlink. The downlink symbol vector xg of size
∑G
g Nd,g×1 has i.i.d. components drawn from
6a QAM constellation of order M . We assume that Time Division Duplexing (TDD) is employed
in the system, to be able to exploit the reciprocity between the uplink and downlink channels.
The optimal linear precoder P needs to satisfy
maximize
P
I(xd;yd|Hˆu)
subject to tr(PPH) =
G∑
g=1
Nd,g, (2)
where the conditioning indicates the estimated channel CSI and the constraint is due to keeping
the total power emitted to the totality of downlink antennas with precoding equal to the one
without precoding.
In order to reduce the complexity involved in (2), JSDM was proposed in [4]. JSDM divides
users into approximately orthogonal groups assuming a Gaussian channel [4], based on approx-
imately equal channel covariance matrices in each group. Because of the resulting approximate
orthogonality between different groups, I(xd;yd) =
∑G
g=1 I(xg;yg), where xg and yg represent
the data symbols and received data of group g, respectively (see (11) and (12) below and [4]).
Thus, the problem in (2) becomes equivalent to the one that maximizes the sum of the group
information rates. The downlink precoder is then divided into two parts, i.e., it becomes a
hybrid precoder comprising two stages: a) An inner pre-beamforming stage, and b) An outer
Multi-User MIMO (MU-MIMO) precoder stage. On the other hand, JSDM-FA was proposed in
[7] to facilitate group determination and simultaneously reduce the dimensionality of the outer
(intra-group) precoding problem, based on a projection of the actual uplink channels to the DFT
orthogonal base of size Nu. We shortly review the JSDM-FA concept here, then we employ it
for the purpose of this paper.
Assume without loss in generality that a ULA deployed at the BS along the z direction and
for flat fading, i.e., B < BCOH , where B and BCOH are the RF signal bandwidth and the
coherence bandwidth of the channel, respectively. Each user group on the uplink transmits from
the same “cluster” of elevation angles θg ∈ [θ¯g −∆θ, θ¯g + ∆θ], with θ¯g being the mean of θg,
distributed uniformly in the support interval, thus each user’s k(g) of group g, (1 ≤ k(g) ≤ Kg and
1 ≤ g ≤ G) transmitting antenna n channel, hu,g,k,n = 1√L
∑L
l=1 βlgkna(θlgkn), where a(θlgkn) =
[1, exp(−j2piD cos(θlgkn)), · · · , exp(−j2piD(Nu − 1) cos(θlgkn))]T is the array response vector,
7where each θlgkn is independently selected and uniformly distributed in the group’s angular
support [θ¯g − ∆θ, θ¯g + ∆θ] of its group, with D = d/λ representing the normalized distance
of successive array elements, λ is the wavelength, θlgkn is the elevation (arrival) angle of the l
path of group g k user’s n receiving antenna, and the path gains βlgkn are independent complex
Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance 1. This channel model is similar to the
one in [18]. Note that the channel model adopted here is not Gaussian if L is relatively small
[18]. The VCM representation, presented in [19], is formed by projecting the original channel
Hu to the Nu dimensional space formed by the Nu×Nu DFT matrix FNu . For massive MIMO
systems, i.e., when Nu ≫ 1, by projecting each group channel Hg on the DFT virtual channel
space [19], we get H˜g,v = F
H
Nu
Hg, where FNu is the DFT matrix of order Nu. Since each
group attains the same angular behavior, over all users and antennas in the group, only a few,
consecutive elements of H˜g are significant [7]. This comes as a result of the fact that significant
angular components need to be in the main lobe of the response vector (see [7] for details). By
employing a size |Sg| ×Nu selection matrix Sg5
Hg,v = S
T
g H˜g = S
T
g F
H
Nu
Hg, (3)
where the group g virtual channel matrix Hg,v is a reduced size, rg×Nd,g, matrix, with rg = |Sg|
being the number of significant angular components in group g, due to the sparsity available in
the angular domain. We can then write for the uplink group g channel matrix Hg,
Hg = FNuSgS
T
g F
H
Nu
Hg = FNu,SgHg,v, (4)
where FNu,Sg represents the selected columns of FNu due to its sparse representation in the
angular domain. Finally, due to non-overlapping of the support sets, i.e., Sn∩m6=nSm = ∅, we see
that the system becomes approximately orthogonal inter-group wise, i.e.,
∑
m6=gHd,gH
H
d,m ≈ 0.
5A selection matrix ST of size k×n with k < n consists of rows equal to different unit row vectors ei where the row vector
element i is equal to 1 in the ith position and is equal to 0 in all other positions, with the specific ei vectors employed defined
by the desired selection. Such a matrix has the property that STS = I.
8Then,
yd =


HH1,vF
H
Nu,S1
HH2,vF
H
Nu,S2
...
HHG,vF
H
Nu,SG


[
FNu,S1 FNu,S2 · · · FNu,SG
]


P1 0 0 · · · 0 0
0 P2 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 P3 · · · 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 · · · PG−1 0
0 0 0 · · · 0 PG




x1
x2
...
xG

+ n,
(5)
where for 1 ≤ g ≤ G, HHg,v is a size Nd,g × |Sg| matrix, FNu,SG is a size |Sg| ×Nu matrix, Pg
is a size |Sg| × |Sg| matrix, and xg is the group g downlink symbol vector of size |Sg| × 1. As
shown in [7], the performance of the system is very good, however the MU-MIMO PGP-WG
precoder needs cooperation among all receivers in the group in order to achieve this near-
optimal performance. More explicitly, PGP-WG requires that each user in a JSDM-FA group
has knowledge of the received data of other users in the group in order to decode his data.
An alternative we considered in [7] is to employ multiple carriers for each user, i.e., Combined
Frequency and Space Division and Multiplexing (CFSDM), but at a significant cost of power
efficiency. Another alternative way is to investigate how the right singular vector matrix on the
downlink channel of a group can be eliminated in the transmission phase, i.e., an integration of a
ZFP into the PGP-WG framework needs to be studied. In the sequel, we show that by employing a
combined ZF-PGP approach, we can achieve the same power efficiency as the original PGP-WG
of JSDM-FA per group at high SNR, albeit without requiring any receiver cooperation, i.e., with
much smaller complexity. The rationale for this is the fact that ZF precoding creates independent
data streams to each receiving antenna. Furthermore, in [7] it is shown that precoding using the
VCM model representation is equivalent to precoding in the original model of (1). We list here
two important properties associated with JSDM-FA:
1) It is based on SCSI, i.e., on the elevation angles of the uplink channel, which are fixed
over long periods of time, and
92) It offers an information lossless lower dimension representation of the original channel.
III. COMBINED ZF-PGP ROBUST DOWNLINK PRECODER
A. ZF-PGP for Near Optimal Independent Data Stream Distribution
For this section, we assume without loss of generality that each user’s UE comprises two
receiving antennas and that the number of VCMBs available to a generic group g (1 ≤ g ≤ G)
is an even number. These assumptions are made in order to facilitate the description of the
concept in conjunction with PGP-WG [20]. From (5), the receiving equation on the downlink
of group g is
yd,g = H
H
g,vPgxg + ng, (6)
HHg,v is the VCM group’s downlink matrix of size Nd,g × |Sg|, yd,g is the group’s size Nd,g
reception vector, and ng is the corresponding noise. Based on the ZF precoding theory, assuming
that |Sg| > Nd,g, the ZF precoder is given by
Pg,ZF = Hg,v
(
HHg,vHg,v
)−1
, (7)
or by applying the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)6 of Hg,v = Ug,vΣg,vV
H
g,v, where
Ug,v, Σg,v, Vg,v are the matrices of left singular vectors, the singular values, and the right
singular vectors of Hg,v, respectively, we get
Pg,ZF = Ug,v

 Σ˜−1g,v
0

Vg,v = U˜g,vΣ˜−1g,vVg,v, (8)
where Σ˜g,v, U˜g,v represent the part of non-zero singular values of Σg,v, and its corresponding
columns of Ug,v, respectively. However, this type of ZF precoder will be employing much more
power than the original system without precoding. In other words, the transmitted power required
in ZF precoding is tr(Pg,ZFP
H
g,ZF ) =
∑Nd,g
i=1
1
s2g,v,i
6= Nd,g, where sg,v,i is the ith non-zero singular
value of Hg,v. We thus need to normalize the precoder by γ =
√
Nd,g
tr((HHg,vHg,v)
−1)
=
√
Nd,g∑Nd,g
i=1
1
s2
g,v,i
,
resulting in the following receiving vector
yd,g = γxg + ng, (9)
6As a convention, we always employ the SVD with singular values ranked from maximum to minimum going down the main
diagonal, and thus the singular vectors follow the same ranking. We call this the natural SVD in the sequel.
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which shows an SNR loss, due to the effect of smaller singular values. However, one can see an
advantage of ZF precoding due to the creation of Nd,g independent streams in the above equation.
In this paper, besides comparing the new ZF-PGP precoder to the ZF one, we will also employ
the following additional benchmark precoders: a) The RZF precoder (RZFP) [21], b) The Serial
Sub-group Combining precoder (SSCP) which normalizes the overall power of the ZF precoder
(ZFP) every two consecutive singular values, and c) Parallel Sub-group Combining precoder
(PSCP) which normalizes the ZFP power by grouping pairs of extreme singular values. In the
following development of the ZF-PGP precoder, we assume that the BS knows the channels
perfectly. However, this perfect CSI at the BS assumption is made to allow for the highest ZF-
type precoding performance, because when this is not true, the ZF-type precoders considered
herein will suffer from cross-interference that will result in significant loss in performance. For
the ZF-PGP though, since we have the downlink estimation issue explained below, we can get
a sense of its overall performance even with estimated, erroneous CSI, by increasing the level
of errors on the downlink alone. This is done in the next section.
The PGP-WG precoder can be determined as follows [20]. In group g there are |Sg| VCMBs.
We assume an even number of VCMBs without loss of generality. For ZF precoding, we need to
assume that Nd,g = 2Kg ≤ |Sg| (in the opposite case we need to apply CFSDM to accommodate
additional downlink users). PGP-WG develops an Nd,g ×Nd,g near-optimal precoder as follows.
It determines the downlink precoder by first employing SVD P = UPGPΣPGPV
H
PGP . The left
singular vector matrix, UPGP , is determined from the Nd,g first (largest) right eigenvectors of
the group’s downlink channel right singular vectors [17], i.e.,
UPGP = Ug,v,Nd,g , (10)
where the subscript Nd,g emphasizes the selection of the singular vectors corresponding to the
largest (non-zero) singular vectors. In PGP-WG, the precoder right singular vector matrix has a
block diagonal structure, where each block has size 2× 2. Thus, the input and output antennas
are partitioned in Kg subgroups each subgroup comprising two output antennas and two input
symbols. Since different users need to receive different data symbols, we assign same user
antennas to one user subgroup. The input symbols are grouped based on the non-zero group’s
channel singular values, with the optimal way being forming the singular value groups in the
PGP by combining the most distant (in value) singular values, then the best performance is
11
achieved by the PGP [20]. Finally, in PGP,
VPGP = diag[V1 · · ·VNd,g ] =
=


VP1 0 0 · · · 0 0
0 VP2 0 · · · 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 · · · 0 VPNd,g


is a unitary matrix, and the diagonal matrix
ΣPGP = diag[Σ1 · · ·ΣNd,g ]
satisfies
∑Nd,g
i=1 tr(Σ
2
Pi
) = Nd,g. Then, the PGP-WG approach performs a sequence of Kg, size
2 × 2 globally optimal precoding determinations, i.e., it solves the following Nd,g optimization
sub-problems, one for each partition i subgroup (i = 1, 2, · · · , Nd,g),
maximize
Pi
I(xsi;ysi)
subject to tr(Σ2Pi) = 2,
(11)
with Pi = ΣPiVPi . Thus, PGP-WG needs to run Nd,g globally optimal precoders of size 2× 2,
which was done very efficiently for QAM type modulations in the past [8]. In addition, PGP-WG
has been shown in [13] to be near-optimal [13].
Theorem 1. For the ZF-PGP precoder and under the JSDM-FA model, the optimal PGP-WG
precoder is determined by re-weighting the optimal PGP powers of the VCM channel, due to
the presence of the ZF part, while the right PGP-WG singular vectors remain the same as the
original PGP-WG solution, i.e., the ones determined without considering a ZF precoder part.
Proof. The downlink received vector equation for group g (1 ≤ g ≤ G) is
yd,g = H
H
d,gPg,ZFPg,PGPxg + ng, (12)
where Pg,ZF , Pg,PGP represent the ZF and PGP precoders, respectively. Here, the ZF part is
employed in order to equalize the MIMO channel. It is well-known that a mutual information
12
maximizing linear precoder only depends on the singular values of the channel [17]. We use the
fact that the ZFP part satisfies HHd,gPg,ZF = INd,g . Then, the receiving equation for all antennas
after introducing the PGP part can be written as
yd,g = Pg,PGPxg + ng. (13)
Using SVD the expressions for PZF , Pg,PGP can be written as Pg,ZF = Ug,v

 Σ˜−1g,v
0

Vg,vΣ˜g,v,
and Pg,PGP = Σ˜g,PGPV
H
g,PGP , respectively. Thus,
Pg,ZFPg,PGP = Ug,v

 Σ˜g,PGP
0

VHg,PGP = Ug,v,Nd,gΣ˜g,PGPVHg,PGP , (14)
where in order to simplify notation, we definedUg,v,Nd,g to represent the firstNd,g highest singular
vectors of Ug,v. Note that then the power constraint for the overall precoder that comprises both
the ZF and PGP parts becomes tr(Pg,ZFPg,PGPP
H
g,PGPP
H
g,ZF ) = Nd,g, or equivalently, after
using properties of the matrix trace, we can write for the overall precoder power constraint
tr
(
VHg,vΣ˜
−2
g,vVg,vΣ˜
2
g,PGP
)
= Nd,g. (15)
Let us define M
.
= VHg,vΣ˜
−2
g,vVg,v, then equivalently
tr
(
MΣ˜
2
g,PGP
)
= Nd,g. (16)
We see that due to the ZF precoder part, the overall precoding power constraint becomes involved.
In addition, due to the presence of small singular values in the channel, especially in correlated
channels, as the ones present here, there will be a significant power loss in the power constraint
described by (15). Now, since Σ˜g,PGP is a diagonal matrix, we can write (16) as
Nd,g∑
m=1
Mm,ms
2
PGP,m = Nd,g. (17)
On the other hand, the performance of a mutual information maximizing precoder is determined
by Σ˜g,PGP and Vg,PGP according to (13). Incorporating the new re-weighted constraints of
(17) into the PGP-WG frameork presented above is feasible, but it would result in additional
complexity. However, using wm
.
=
√|Mm,m|, for m = 1, 2, · · ·Nd,g, which are calculated in
closed form in Appendix A, a simplification is possible by casting the power constraint on the
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PGP part as an ordinary one. By defining Σg,v,eff = diag[sv,g,eff,1 · · · sg,v,eff,Nd,g ], Σg,PGP,eff =
diag[sg,PGP,eff,1 · · · sg,PGP,eff,Nd,g ], where sg,v,eff,m .= 1wm , sg,PGP,eff,m
.
= sPGP,mwm, respec-
tively, for m = 1, 2, · · ·Nd,g, we have the equivalent model fitting within the original PGP-WG
type power constraint as follows
yd,g = Σ˜g,v,effPg,PGP,effxg + ng = Σ˜g,v,effΣg,PGP,effV
H
g,PGPxg + ng, (18)
where the optimal precoder needs to solve
maximize
Σg,PGP,eff ,Vg,PGP
I(xd;yd)
subject to tr(Σ2g,PGP,eff) = Nd,g.
(19)
Thus, the optimization is within the framework of PGP-WG type of problems. Then, one can
readily apply the original PGP-WG algorithm to solve (19).
Based on the previous theorem proof, it is straightforward to prove the following corollary.
Corollary 1. The ZF-PGP precoder is equivalently created by using an effective channel singular
value matrix given by Σg,v,eff , followed by an ordinary PGP-WG precoder.
This corollary demonstrates that the actual ZF-PGP precoder is determined in a straightforward
manner by using an effective channel Σg,v,eff and then by determining its corresponding WG-
PGP. The diagonal effective channel singular value matrix is determined by the inverses of
the wm, m = 1, 2, · · · , Nd,g, which are given by (see Appendix A) wm =
√|Mm,m| =√∑Nd,g
m′=1
|(Vg,v)m,m′ |2
s2
g,v,m′
.
Note that although a ZF-PGP precoder can be developed in a quite straightforward way based
on Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, there is one essential question remaining on its performance.
Regarding the performance advantages of ZF-PGP, we need to stress the following facts. For
uncorrelated MIMO channels, i.e., when full independence exists between the Hg,v entries and
with the condition number of the channel being relatively low [22] , then a ZF-PGP precoder
does not perform well, while a ZF one performs extremely well. The original pioneering works
of [23], [24], and others have addressed independent Gaussian channels and capitalized on the
very desirable property of the ZF precoder to offer separate data streams to each user. When
a MIMO channel presents correlations, for example by using a channel model for ULA herein
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and with a high condition number, due to massive MIMO, ZF and RZF gains evaporate rapidly
and a PGP-WG precoder performs much better as demonstrated in the next section. In addition,
when the number of UEs becomes close to the number of available VCMBs in the group |Sg|,
although a PGP-WG precoder achieves excellent performance [7], it requires a joint decoding
at the receiving UEs, and thus it becomes impractical. Under these conditions, by applying
CFSDM in conjunction with a ZF-PGP outer MU-MIMO precoder part, one can achieve excellent
performance with simplified receiver operation due to the independent data streams created by
the inner ZF MU-precoder part. This is demonstrated in the next section with numerical results.
B. Mismatched Downlink Decoding
We focus on errors on the downlink of the system with each UE being sent pilot data using
the optimized ZF-PGP precoder the BS has already determined, so that the UE can estimate the
employed precoder, then use the precoder estimate in order to decode the received information
data. This is due to the fact that the UE needs to know the optimal precoder determined by the
BS in order to decode the data. This estimation process contains errors. In order to assess the
system’s robustness to this kind of errors, we employ a more general method used extensively
in the literature [14], [25] to model the estimation errors. The applied technique helps decouple
the employed estimation technique from its corresponding performance, as explained in Section
IV. Based on the imperfect channel estimate, the subgroup receiver determines the precoder and
employs it at the decoding process. Due to the estimation errors, this results in a mismatch in
the UE decoding process. We calculate the corresponding mismatched mutual information with
the downlink receiver operating under mismatch, due to the erroneous estimate and assess the
corresponding performance loss. We present our methodology toward that end below.
Let us consider the downlink mismatched precoded information decoding under ZF-PGP. Let
us denote by P, Pˆ, pP,y(y|x), pPˆ,y(y|x), the optimal precoder employed on the downlink, the
estimation-based precoder, the pdf of the actual downlink PGP-WG subgroup channel, and the
pdf of the estimated downlink PGP-WG subgroup channel, respectively. Then, the mismatched
mutual information, Imsm(x;y), on the subgroup downlink under the presented mismatch can
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be found employing the results in [26] and using7
Imsm(x;y) = − 1
MNt
∑
xm
EP,y|xm
{
log
(∑
xk
1
MNt
× 1
piNrσ2Nr
exp(− 1
σ2
||y− Pˆxk||2)
)}
+
1
MNt
∑
xm
EP,y|xm
{
log
(
1
piNrσ2Nr
exp(− 1
σ2
||y− Pˆxk||2)
)}
,
(20)
where P = Σ˜g,v,effΣg,PGP,effVg,PGP , Pˆ =
ˆ˜
Σg,v,effΣˆg,PGP,effVˆg,PGP , respectively, and where
the metrics within the argument of the log function reflect the fact that estimated channels are
employed and in our case Nr = 2 receiving antennas are employed by each subgroup. Realizing
that under P,y|xm, y = Pxm+n, and after some straightforward simplifications, we can easily
find that
Imsm(x;y) = Nt log(M)−Nr − 1
MNt
∑
xm
En
{
log
(∑
xk
× exp(− 1
σ2
||n+Pxm − Pˆxk||2)
)}
− 1
σ2
||P− Pˆ||2F ,
(21)
where ||P− Pˆ||2F = tr
(
(P− Pˆ)(P− Pˆ)H
)
is the Frobenius norm square of P− Pˆ. The third
term in the above equation can be very accurately approximated by employing the Gauss-Hermite
approximation in a fashion similar to [8], with a simple modification to the expression presented
there, i.e., substituting Pxm − Pˆxk for P(xm − xk). The details are omitted here due to lack
of space. The final expression upon employing the Gauss-Hermite approximation is presented
in Appendix B.
We observe that due to the channel estimation induced mismatch, the mutual information
expression experiences two impacts: First, it has a modified term in the summation of the
expectations over n that reflect the mismatch between the actual channel and its estimation,
and second, it contains a Frobenius norm square of the MSE of the estimation, normalized by
SNRs,d. This second term shows that there is a limit of how well an increase of SNRs,d will
compensate for estimation errors.
7The expression used for mutual information under mismatch gives accurate results only if the support of the estimated
channel pdf is a superset of the support of the actual channel pdf [26]. If this condition is not satisfied, then negative or very
high values for the mismatched mutual information could result which in reality means that the achieved mutual information is
zero.
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For ZF-PGP to be efficient, very accurate CSI is assumed available at the BS for the reasons
explained above. However, in 5G due to the concept of Cloud-RAN (C-RAN) there are multiple
reasons that open the possibility of additional error sources to be present. For example, although
an accurate channel estimate needs to be present at the BS, the ZF-PGP optimal precoder
determination might take place at the C-RAN and employing cheap, inaccurate processors, or
the additional propagation delay between the C-RAN and the BS might result in a suboptimal
PGP-WG precoder. In order to assess the system’s robustness to this kind of error, we employ a
more general method used extensively in the literature to model the estimation errors [14], [25].
The applied technique helps decouple the employed estimation technique from its corresponding
performance, as explained in Section IV. Based on the imperfect channel estimate, the subgroup
receiver determines the precoder and employs it at the decoding process. Due to the estimation
errors, this results in a mismatch and then we calculate the corresponding mismatched mutual
information with the downlink receiver operating under mismatch, due to the erroneous estimate
and assess the corresponding performance loss.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results regarding the precoders presented above and their
comparison with other widely used precoders which we use as benchmarks. More explicitly, we
use the ZFP, SSCP, PSCP, and the RZFP as benchmarks. In addition, we compare the performance
of the ZF-PGP with PGP-WG [7]. In all cases, there are group channels created based on the
JSDM-FA model [7] which we employ to get the desired results using the methodology presented
in [8]. We only show results for QAM with M = 16, however the same approach we used in
[7], [8] for higher modulation size of M = 64 can be used here as well. The model used for
CSI errors on the downlink is as follows. In all cases we use the Virtual Additional Antennas
Concept (VAAC) that we have used in previous work [7], [8]. When results with mismatched
decoding at the receivers are used, the following model applies. The BS determines the near-
optimal precoder for this subgroup and sends this to subgroup sg (1 ≤ sg ≤ Kg), 1 ≤ gs ≤ Nd,g2
of the JSDM-FA model using the ZF-PGP approach as
Ysg = ΣsgPsg,oXpsg +Nsg , (22)
where Ygs, Σgv,gs , Pgs,o, Xpgs , and Ngs represent the received data, the channel singular
values for the PGP-WG subgroup, the ZF-PGP determined precoder for the PGP-WG subgroup,
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the pilots, and the noise, respectively, all for subgroup gs. In order to model the errors of the
estimation process we use for the estimate of Pgs,o, Pˆgs,o, the following model [14], [25]:
Pˆsg,o =
√
1− τ 2Pgs,o + τNest, (23)
withNest representing the random errors being a 2×2 matrix of complex, independent, Gaussian
random variables of mean 0 and variance 1, and with τ being an estimation quality parameter
in [0, 1] with 0 representing ideal estimation and 1 representing fully erroneous estimation. We
use τ = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 in the results in this paper. For cases where τ ≥ 0.2 is employed,
we can make the argument that due to the higher error level, one can model possible channel
estimation errors as well and use the corresponding results as showing robustness to both type
of errors (at the BS and UE). The groups presented are developed from a massive MIMO system
with Nu = 100 antennas using the JSDM-FA model presented in [7], according to the relevant
equations presented in Section II. When no comparison is made with the actual channel GCMI
in the results, we employ the symbol SNR as the resource variable, while when comparisons
are made to the actual channel GCMI in the results, we employ as resource the information bit
based SNR, denoted as SNRb.
In Fig. 1 we present results using group G1 of [7] for the achievable mutual information with
PGP-WG, ZFP, SSCP, PSCP, and RZF, all with ideal CSI. The resulting downlink channel is a
4 × 8 MIMO channel, i.e., Nd,g = 4, |Sg| = 8, using an angular spread of ±4◦. We see what
is typical behavior in correlated channels, i.e., PGP-WG offers much higher mutual information
than all the others, albeit at the cost of requiring demodulation cooperation among the UE. It
thus becomes appealing to consider precoding techniques that aim to bridge the gap between
ZFP and PGP-WG type of precoding techniques. This channel presents very high correlation and
ZF-PGP cannot offer an efficient solution. Instead, we resort to CFSDM in order to reduce the
channel correlation and present our first ZF-PGP results in Fig. 2. Here we present results for the
same channel in Fig. 1, but employing two different subcarriers, in a CFSDM fashion, resulting
in two CFSDM groups of 1 UE each. We use perfect CSI and employ the Virtual Additional
Antenna Concept (VAAC) for the ZF-PGP (explained in Appendix C) with NTV = 2 additional
transmitting antennas added per CFSDM group. We divide the sum of the two CFSDM groups
mutual information by two (the number of subcarriers employed in CFSDM) in order to calculate
the resulting spectral efficiency. We see that ZF-PGP significantly outperforms ZFP, but due to
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Fig. 1. I(x;y) results for PGP-WG, ZFP, SSCP, PSCP, and RZFP cases for the channel in G1 of [7] in conjunction with QAM
M = 16 modulation.
the exploitation of two subcarriers, the performance of ZF has been improved from the non-
CFSDM case dramatically. In addition, the performance of ZF-PGP approaches the performance
of PGP-WG at high SNR.
In Fig. 3 we present results for another small group. Here the group is created based on the
JSDM-FA framework [7] and comprises Nd,g = 4, |Sg| = 6, the group was developed with
an angular spread of ±10◦. The results presented for ZF-PGP take advantage of the Virtual
Additional Antenna Concept (VAAC) that can be very efficiently employed by ZF-PGP and
PGP-WG, but it is not possible for the other techniques presented. The example shown uses
NTV = Nd,g = 4 added at the transmitter based on VAAC. We observe the excellent performance
of ZF-PGP, even with estimation errors. In addition, we see that in high SNR, ZF-PGP follows
PGP-WG very closely. The gain of ZF-PGP over ZFP with τ = 0.1 level of errors are 42.8%,
and 75%, at SNRs = 5 dB, and 15 dB, respectively.
In Fig. 4 we show results for a large group, i.e., Nd,g = 30, |Sg| = 14, created with an
angular spread of ±4◦ with the JSDM-FA framework. Because Nd,g > |Sg| in this case, CFSDM
is required in order to implement the ZFP type of precoders. We divide the UE in three CFSDM
subgroups each comprising 10 antennas. We present results for the third subgroup. The PGP-
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Fig. 2. I(x;y) results for ZF-PGP, PGP-WG, and ZFP cases for the channel in G1 of [7] in conjunction with QAM M = 16
modulation and CFSDM.
WG and ZF-PGP systems use NTV = 10. We observe the excellent performance of ZF-PGP,
even with estimation errors. In addition, we see that in high SNR, ZF-PGP follows PGP-WG
very closely. The gain of ZF-PGP with τ = 0.1 level of errors over ZFP are 42.8%, and
75%, at SNRs = 5 dB, and 15 dB, respectively. In Fig. 5 we show results for a system with
Nd,g = 40, |Sg| = 12, created with an angular spread of ±4◦ with the JSDM-FA framework.
Here, again CFSDM is needed. Thus, we divide the groups into four equal size subgroups and
simulate the first subgroup. The VAAC employs NTV = 10. The resulting gain of ZF-PGP with
τ = 0.1 level of errors over ZFP at SNRs = 10 dB is greater than 50%. We observe that the
estimation errors have a more profound effect in high SNR in this case, resulting in a reversing
effect as the achievable spectral efficiency peaks in value, then it starts decreasing. This is a
typical behavior under the model used, as the estimation errors are independent than the SNR
in the model. This can be the case, for example, if the downlink channel estimation employs a
constant estimation SNR, independent of the data transmission SNR.
In all cases considered so far, the gains offered by ZF-PGP in low SNR over ZFP are even
higher than the ones in high SNR.
In the rest of the results, we compare the performance of ZF-PGP with the original channel
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Fig. 3. I(x;y) results for ZF-PGP (ideal and with channel estimation errors (τ = 0.1)), PGP-WG, ZFP, SSCP, PSCP, and
RZFP cases for the 4× 6 group channel in conjunction with QAM M = 16 modulation.
GCMI and ZFP, albeit based on SNRb. This approach gives a better idea about the power
efficiency of different precoding techniques. In Fig. 6, 7, and 8 we present the corresponding
results for the groups used in Fig. 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
In Fig. 6 we observe that for all SNRb > 4 dB, ZF-PGP with error level equal to 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3
offers higher spectral efficiency than the original channel GCMI with ideal CSI at the receiving
UEs. Due to the increased error levels, we can safely contend that if estimation errors are present
on the uplink channel estimation, the ZF-PGP with estimation errors at both the BS and at the
UEs will still perform significantly better than the ZFP with ideal CSI, a major conclusion in
this paper. In Fig. 7 the same type of behavior is observed, i.e., for SNR > 3 dB a ZF-PGP
system with error level τ = 0.1 offers higher spectral efficiency than the original channel GCMI
with ideal CSI at the UEs. Finally, in Fig. 8 we see that ZF-PGP with error level τ = 0.1 offers
higher spectral efficiency than the original channel GCMI with ideal CSI at the UEs. In all cases
considered with regards to SNRb, ZF-PGP with errors is much more power efficient than ZFP as
shown by the plots. It is worthwhile stressing that PGP-WG employed in [7] is always equal or
better in spectral efficiency over the original GCMI one with respect to power efficiency (SNRb).
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Fig. 4. I(x;y) results for ZF-PGP (ideal and with channel estimation errors (τ = 0.1)), ZFP, SSCP, PSCP, and RZFP cases
for the 30× 14 CFSDM subgroup 3 channel in conjunction with QAM M = 16 modulation and CFSDM.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a new, combined Zero-Forcing Per-Group Precoding (ZF-PGP)
method that achieves very high spectral efficiency gains in comparison to ZF precoding tech-
niques, while it simultaneously offers individually separate streams to reach individual UE, i.e.,
it obliterates the need for coordinated, joint decoding by the group’s UEs. We show that for
correlated channels and/or when there are more antennas in a group than the number of VCMBs
in the group, the near-optimal ZF-PGP is determined from an effective channel singular value
matrix which is calculated easily from the singular values and the right singular vectors of the
group’s uplink virtual channel in the JSDM-FA decomposition. We show that at high SNR ZF-
PGP approaches the original PGP-WG near-optimal performance. In addition, ZF-PGP is shown
to be robust to estimation errors. The gains of ZF-PGP over ZF type precoders are documented
by many examples and shown to be significant, i.e., higher than 50% in high SNR even with
errors. Finally, ZF-PGP offers higher performance than the original channel GCMI one, although
the latter is assumed with perfect CSI at the receiving UEs.
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Fig. 5. I(x;y) results for ZF-PGP (ideal and with channel estimation errors (τ = 0.1)), PGP-WG, ZFP, SSCP, PSCP, and
RZFP cases for the 40× 12 group CFSDM subgroup 1 channel and in conjunction with QAM M = 16 modulation CFSDM.
APPENDIX A
EXPRESSIONS FOR wm
From Section III the expression for Mm,m with m = 1, 2, · · · , Nd,g is
Mm,m = (Vg,v)m,·Σ˜
−2
g,v(Vg,v)
H
m,· =
Nd,g∑
m′=1
|(Vg,v)m,m′ |2
s2g,v,m′
. (24)
Upon taking the square root of (24), the desired expression is obtained.
APPENDIX B
GAUSS-HERMITE APPROXIMATION TO Imsm
In expression (21), we can apply a similar Gauss-Hermite approximation to the one applied
in [7]. Using this, we can approximate (21) as
I(x;y) ≈ Nt log2(M)−
Nr
log(2)
− 1
MNt
MNt∑
k=1
fˆk,
(25)
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Fig. 6. I(x;y) results with respect to SNRb for ZF-PGP (with channel estimation errors (τ = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3)), ZFP, and
the original channel GCMI for the 4× 6 group channel and in conjunction with QAM M = 16 modulation.
where
fˆk =
(
1
pi
)Nr L∑
kr1=1
L∑
ki1=1
· · ·
L∑
krNr=1
L∑
kiNr=1
c(kr1)c(ki1) · · ·
c(krNr)c(kiNr)gk(σnkr1 , σnki1, · · · , σnkrNr , σnkiNr ),
(26)
with
gk(σvkr1, σvki1 , · · · , σvkrNr , σvkiNr ) (27)
being the value of the function
log2
(∑
m
exp(− 1
σ2
||n− HˆHg,vPˆxk +HHg,vPxm||2)
)
(28)
evaluated at ne = σv({krv, kiv}Nrv=1), where for the model in this paper, Nt = Nr = Nd,g.
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Fig. 7. I(x;y) results with respect to SNRb for ZF-PGP (with channel estimation errors (τ = 0.1)), ZFP, and the original
channel GCMI for the 30 × 14 group CFSDM subgroup 3 channel and in conjunction with QAM M = 16 modulation and
CFSDM.
APPENDIX C
VAAC RATIONALE
Here the concept of adding virtual antennas, i.e., additional data streams to the same antennas
employed by a MIMO system is explained in detail. Without a loss of generality, we consider
a MIMO system with equal number of transmitting and receiving antennas, i.e., Nt = Nr = N ,
where Nt, and Nr represent the number of transmitting, and receiving antennas, respectively.
The channel model under consideration then becomes
y = Hx+ n, (29)
where y, H, x, and n represent the received data, the MIMO channel, the transmitted data,
and the AWGN noise, respectively, and where matrices are of size N × N and vectors are of
size N × 1. The equivalent singular value decomposition based model for the MIMO channel is
y = UHΣHV
H
Hx+ n, (30)
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channel GCMI for the 40 × 12 group CFSDM subgroup 1 channel and in conjunction with QAM M = 16 modulation and
CFSDM.
with UH , ΣH , VH representing the size N × N matrices of left singular vectors, singular
values, and right singular vectors, respectively. Consider adding N virtual antennas of zero
singular values, i.e., useless, noise-only channels. This can be added to the previous model as
follows

 y
ya

 =

 UH 0
0 IN



 ΣH 0
0 0



 VHH 0
0 IN



 x
xa

+

 n
na

 , (31)
where the subscript a is used to indicate the N added, fictitious antennas. In the above equation,
the vector xa represents the N added QAM inputs to the MIMO system. Note that in (31) the
inputs represented by xa cannot be transmitted, due to their corresponding zero singular values
(noise-only channel) which result in zero input-output mutual information. However, one can
still apply the virtual model of (31) with PGP-WG. The PGP-WG algorithm will optimize and
assign an amplitude diagonal matrix as per PGP-WG ΣPi = diag[
√
2, 0], i = 1, 2, · · · , Kg for
each sub-group of the PGP-WG, i.e., no power sent to the noise-only antenna. On the other
hand, PGP-WG will also determine the optimal unitary precoder matrix to each sub-group in the
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PGP-WG, thus it will be multiplexing optimally two QAM symbols to each actual transmitting
antenna of the original MIMO system in (30).
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